
The benefits of LED are well known in terms of less maintenance, longer life, 
lower energy use and safety for citizens and customers.  The EquiP offering 
helps councils to rapidly achieve compliant NZTA funding with a specialist 
business case package which is high value for money.

EquiP’s business case offering in partnership with consultant Paul Glennie 
will enable councils to build a compliant business case framework with 
intelligence that understands the demand for a technology solution that 
benefits smaller councils.  This solution will give these councils access 
to the same technologies that the larger metropolitan communities are 
receiving with a connected digital platform through their streetlights.  The 
added benefit from this offering is the proposition of bundling procurement 
solutions so that smaller councils can benefit price-wise from an enlarged 
procurement package with access to future-proofed infrastructure. 

These connected digital platforms also enable reductions in maintenance 
costs, which can be significant when new road maintenance contracts 
come up for renewal.  EquiP is leveraging learnings from Auckland’s prior 
installation of the early luminaires at an urban level, and taking these 
learnings to enable a national conversation around fit-for-purpose solutions 
to give councils options and a high-value package where the technology risk 
is minimised.  

This includes giving rural communities the ability to have fit-for-purpose 
luminaires for better community outcomes, as well as the option to 
enhance the savings over the whole-of-life cost, and access to innovation 
surrounding the networks that can be embedded inside LED light 
technology.

This proven technology solution, which is available now for the first time 
in New Zealand nationally, will provide councils with smarter community 
outcomes.  To access this opportunity, our immediate offering is available 
now, and we’re very pleased to see councils are already signing up to this 
package. 

For more details, email equip@lgnz.co.nz 

LED Lighting Package
EquiP is proud to introduce our LED Lighting Package to the local government sector, which brings 
the best systems and technologies to the widest possible council audience. 

About Paul Glennie

Paul brings 13 years of central and local government experience to EquiP, 
with the last eight years seeing him involved in a wide range of technical 
infrastructure projects for the Wellington City Council.  Over recent years, 
his priority has been researching LED street lighting opportunities for 
Wellington City and developing a strategic business case for replacing the 
18,000 street lights 

A detailed understanding of the possibilities and advantages coming from 
a LED street lighting replacement programme, along with the barriers 
to implementation and the role of electricity network companies in 
producing a sustainable result, provides for an encompassing business 
case suitable for the council’s consultative and funding requirements.  
Confirming this, Paul was invited to appear as a keynote speaker at the 
2016 Australian Smart Lighting Summit.

This work includes developing trials for both residential areas and retail 
precincts in which an approach focused on lighting outcomes saw energy 
reductions of over 75%.  Light levels prescribed by the New Zealand 
Standards were achieved in all examples.

The photos below show the outcome of one of the 
LED trial areas produced by Paul in Wellington.  
In this example nine 83w (including ballast) 
high-pressure sodium lights were replaced with 
eleven 14w LED lights.  The standard compliant 
design (P3) achieves energy savings of 79% 
without dimming. 

Setting out to provide a better 
lighting solution proved that energy 
reductions can be delivered 
alongside an improved level of 
service through the careful selection 
of a luminaire.
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